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A sequel to the bestselling Level 1 Scholastic Reader MAY I PLEASE HAVE A COOKIE?Alfie, an

adorable alligator, writes a letter to Grandma all by himself. He addresses the letter, stamps it, and

mails it.Alfie waits and waits for a response. Will Grandma write back?
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Cute story for early readers. We read books from this Level 1 series to our three year old. It's a

good introduction to reading, we can point out specific words (the font is nice and big) and she loves

the easy to understand sentences and stories, I appreciate that they are usually quick reads :)

Jennifer Morris is for sure one of our favorite children's authors. As are all her books, Please Write

Back is heartwarming and gives children a great scenario for appreciation of the feelings of others

and personal reliability. Adorable illustrations. After purchasing this book we immediately looked for

more by Ms Morris. Thanks for improving children's interest in reading and emotional development

with the same sweet little book

Easy story to read, and my grandson loved to follow along with the words. The storyline is cute but



not sure if the little ones may become confused with writing a letter and putting a stamp on the

envelope when so many are seeing parents using computers/email as source of communication. I

think Alfie the Alligator will become another favorite in stories, second to Pete the Cat of course!The

words are easy for beginner readers to sound out, and many are already recognized so he could

read along with me. Worth adding to your library.

Our son loved the other book.... May I Have A Cookie Please so when we saw this one I knew we

had to buy it. it is good although the other is better. cute pictures that kids love to see. educational in

that teaches you how to address an envelope and lets the child see how the mail system works. I

always like that Alfie has such good manners.

Very cute story for an early reader. My granddaughter enjoyed the story and was thrilled that she

could read it to me. This is a good book for a beginning reader with a simple sweet story that keeps

a child's interest. It is about writing a letter to a grandparent and then waiting for a response.

I purchased this for my 6 year old granddaughter. She lives in another state, and I send her letters

regularly as she loves to get mail. This was the perfect book (and hopefully it will inspire her to write

back more often). She can read it by herself and we had great fun as she read it to me while

skyping. The illustrations are beautiful and the story is very sweet. I just ordered her another title by

the same author. This wonderful book is less expensive than a greeting card! AND it will be read

over and over again.

My daughter loves that she can read a whole book all by herself. Really cute story. Also love "May I

please have a cookie"

A nice gift for grandchildren just starting school for the first time 1st or even 2nd grade. They can

study this book at home for fun.
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